
high speed panini & sandwich grills
SILESIA-VELOX®

Fast and efficient
Silesia-Velox Grills take approximately 10 minutes to reach cooking temperature from cold. The specially designed heating elements and cast
aluminium cooking plates give extremely efficient heat distribution to ensure EVEN and SAFE COOKING. Thermostatic controls minimise energy
consumption~ the running costs are approximately 10 pence per hour for model CG-1 and  20 pence per hour for model CG-2.

Shorter cooking times
By cooking your sandwiches from both sides simultaneously (with no turning necessary), you greatly reduce your cooking times. You save at least
50% to 70% in cooking time compared to a conventional flat plate griddle.

Electronic timer
The electronic timer can easily be set to the desired time and activated by simply pressing a button. This feature will ensure that each batch of
sandwiches will be just as perfectly cooked as the previous batch.

Easy to clean
The grill plate edges prevent excessive spillage. The adjustable feet, whilst keeping the grill level, will allow excess grease to drain into a separate,
easily removable grease tray with a high splash guard. As an added safety feature, the drainer is situated at the back of the grill to enable hot grease
to be pushed away from the operator rather than being pulled towards. The cooking surfaces can be cleaned with a cloth or metal scraper when
necessary (see instructions) and are fitted with easily accessible side hinges for ease of cleaning.

Specially designed
The special hinges allow lateral and vertical movement of the lightweight upper grill plates, thereby allowing them to self adjust to the sandwich being
cooked without the aid of springs or any mechanical device.  The cooking surface is separated from the chassis alloWing free air flow in order to keep
the chassis cool. This in turn protects the easy set electronic timer, thermostat and electrical components from the heat. Silesia-Velox grills are
manufactured for heavy duty restaurant work.
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& Reliability
Available in the UK

since 1978

Silesia-Velox CG-2G Double grill with
all grooved  cooking surfaces

Silesia-Velox CG-2C Double combination grill with
grooved and smooth cooking surfaces



Silesia-Velox CG-1G Single grill with grooved cooking surfaces, ideal for use in smaller locations where space
is at a premium.

Information & specifications subject to change without notice.
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SILESIA-VELOX CG-1
OVERALL DIMENSIONS (mm)
L430 x H530 (open) x D530
COOKING SURFACES
L340 x  D220
POWER REQUIREMENTS
230 Volts 2.35kW 11Amps
Single Phase 50/60 Hz.
WEIGHT
Net 14kg   Shipping 17kg

SILESIA-VELOX CG-2
OVERALL DIMENSIONS (mm)
L825 x H530 (open) x D530
COOKING SURFACES
L340 x  D220 x 2
POWER REQUIREMENTS
230 Volts 2 x 2.35kW 2 x 11Amps
Single Phase 50/60 Hz.
WEIGHT
Net 27kg   Shipping 33kg
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